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To all ’whom ¿t may concern: y 
Be it known that I, JAMES W'. HUGHES, a 

citizen of the United States, and resident of 
Haddon Heights, county of Camden, and 
State of New Jersey, ha\'e invented 'an Im 
provement in Automatic Vending-Machines, 
of which the following is a specification. 
This invention relates to an automatic 

vending machine and consists of certain im 
provements which are fully set forth in the 
following speciñcat‘ion and shown in the 
accompanying drawings which form a part 
thereof; ~ 
Theobject of the invention is to provide a 

mechanism for automatically dispensing 
goods of the same or various characters, 
wherein the mechanismv is adapted to selec 
tively operate to dispense a predetermined 
article or articles contained therein. 
The invention has as a further object to 

provide a mechanism for automatically actu 
ating a predetermined part of the machine in 
such a manner that the goods to be delivered 
by that part are brought from an inaccessible 
position to an accessible one, in which latter 
position the machine automatically comes t0 
rest. . 

AThe invention has as a further object ,to 
provide a plurality of containers for articles 
to be'dispensed, each of which is provided 
with a separate and independent control and 
regulating mechanism and also provided 
with means for normally locking such con 
trol mechanism until a predetermined gov 
erning device has been employed to release 
y_thelock'ing mechanism for the selected con 
tainer. 
" - The invention has for a further object to 
provide a common actuating means for a 
plurality of separate or independent con 
tainers, -which means is normally discon 
nected from the control mechanism for the 
respective containers, but so arranged that 
said common means is adapted to actuate 
any one, all, or any number of the containers 
independently or simultaneously according 
to requirements. 
With the above and -c-ther objects in view, 

the nature of which will be more fully under 
stood from the descrirtion hereinafter, the 
invention consists in the novel construction 
of automatic vending-machine as hereinafter 
more fully described and defined in the 
claims. - 
Referring to the drawings: Figure 1 repre 

sents a s " tional elevation of an automatic 
vending 4'echanism embodying my inven 
tion, the section being taken on line 1-1 of 
Fig. 3; Fig. 2 represents a section of the 
coin actuated mechanism and a diagram 

' matic View of the electrical circuit control; 
Fig. 3 represents a plan of the machine, cer 
tain portions being broken away for clear 
ness of illustration; Fig. 4 represents a de 
tail of the intermittent driving gear; Fig. 5 
represents a .section on line 5-5 of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 6 represents an elevation of the ma 
chine. 

l designates a rod or column of suitable 
dimensionsl for supporting a plurality of 
hub sections 2 held in fixed .relation between 
the heads 3 and 4. The heads 3 and 4 are 
suitably rabbeted adjacent their peripheries 
toreceive a casing 5, preferably of glass or 
like 'transparent material formed in sections 
and substantially cylindrical in assembled 
form so that the general appearance or con 
figuraticn of the heads and casing is thatof 
a drum having a sectional hub. The sec 
tional construction of the hub provides a 
means for enlarging o-r decreasing the length 
of, the drum and it may therefore be of. any 
desired sizein order to form a plurality of 
transversely arranged compartments. In 
view of the fact that the mechanism form 
ing the compartments is of similar construc 
tion in each case the description will be 
limited to the details of one of the devices, 
and the same numeralstf reference will be 
applied to all. ' . 

6 designates an annular hub adaptedto 
íit over the hub section 2 and provided Íwith 
annular flanges 7 which have ball bearing or 
like engagement, as shown> at 8, with flanges 
upon the hub member 2, thereby providing a 
means for rotating the movable hub mem.L er 
about the inner or fixed hub member. In the 
construction here illustrated the fiange 7 is 
adjacent the brttom ofY the hub member 6, 
while adjacent the upper portion of the said 
hub there is a somewhat similar flange ̀ 9 re 
moved from the upper surface of the hub 6 a 
sullicient distance to receive an internal rack>v 
gear 10 which'is fixed to the hub 6 and serves 
to transmit motion thereto as will be later 
explained. v . . y 

11 designates a laterally disposed shelf or 
ñange preferablv formed inte ral with the 
hub 6 and extending laterally rom said hub 
in a substantially _horizontal vcircurr'iferen 
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tial plane and terminating in the present in- _ i 
stance in a vertically disposed circumferen 
-tial wall 12 which is in close proximity to 
the casing wall 5, though of course providing 
a suílicient clearance to permit free relative 
movement between the parts. The hub 6 
with the shelf 11 and the adjuncts movable 
therewith I have preferred to designate gen 
erally as a turret since this entire structure 
is adapted to rotate about the hub part 2. 

13 designates a plurality of radially ar 
ranged vertical wings or partitions formed, 
in the present instance, as an integral part 
of the hub 6 and extending transversely and 
'radially of the shelf portion 11 and servin 
to divide the shelf portion into a plurality o 
separate and` distinct compartments. In con 
nection with these wings 13 it will be noted 
that the hub portion 6 between adjacent 
wings is of curved conto-ur as shown at 14, 
whereby each compartment is of maximum 
size and particularly adapted to accommo 
date the usual round plates or dishes. Each 
of the wings 13 is preferably provided with 
a notch l'or recess 15 in its outer edge, or edge 
opposed'to the casing 5, for the purpose of 
permitting the said wing or partition to 
pass free of certain adjuncts of the control 
mechanism which will be later explained. 
While I have explained the turret struc 

ture as provided with a circumferential wall 
12, it will be understood that I do not desire 

' to .be limited to'this exact construction, as 
obviously the turret structure may7 be varied 
in many particulars to produce the desired 
result, though I have preferred, in the pres 
ent instance, to utilize this wall as a means 
for coöperating with a closure or supporting 
surface 16 which consists of a shelf having 
depending legs 17 for holding it in proper 
position and substantially at the same height 
as the top edge of the wall 12 so that arti 
cles thereon vmay be readily removed. The 
structure just described therefore forms a 
receptacle 18 at the bottom of each of the 
turret compartments, and 4which may serve 
as a container for a cooling medium, such as 
ice or the like, or to contain a heating me 
dium such as the stone 19 shown in Fig. 3, 
or like heat retaining means. . 
The turret is adapted to be rotated by a 

pinion 2O meshing with the gear 10 thereon, 
~ said pinion keyed to a shaft 21 which pro 
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jects through one of the heads of the casing. 
The upper end of the shaft 21 is provided 
with a suitable gear 22 normally in mesh 
with a similar gear 23 fixed to and carried 
by a sleeve section 24. .These gears are 
shown as spiral gears as I prefer such gears 
because they are noiseless, but any other 
fo'rm of gears may be employed.l It will be 
understood that there are as many sleeve 
sections as there are turrets and all are 
loosely mounted upon the main driving 
shaft 25 and normally disconnected there 
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from. The sleeve section 24`carries a piv 
oted pawl 26 normally acted upon by a 
spring 27 which tends to throw the pawl, 
when released, into engagement with the 
shaft 25. This shaft 25 is suitably notched 
as shown at 28 to receive the end of the 
pawl and cause the latter with its sleeve to 
rotate with the said shaft at such time as 
the pawlis released and free to move under 
the action' of the spring 27. The pawl is 
normally held out of engagement with the` 
shaft by means of the armature lever 29 
which has a hook end 30 adapted to engage 
a lug 31 upon the said pawl, as clearly shown 
in Fig. 5. The armature lever 29 is pivoted 
at 32 to a suitable ÍiXed part of the machine 
frame, and is normally held in engagement 
with the pawl by means of a flat spring 33 
acting against a suitable lug 34 upon the 
said armature. 35 designates a pair of mag 
nets suitably mounted adjacent the arma 
ture 29 and so arranged that when energized 
the said armature 29 is within the magnetic 
field created, and consequently is drawn to 
ward the magnet to release the pawl 26. 
The energizing of the magnets 35 is ac» 

complished by a circuit 37 having a battery 
38 therein and having the respective 
branches of the circuit terminating in a 
fixed contact 39 and a movable contact 40, 
both as will be understood being in close 
proximity to each other and so arranged 
that a minimum movement of the contact 40 
will bring the two contacts together and 
close the circuit to energize the magnets 35 
in the required manner. In the present in 
stance the contact 40 is secured in a suitable 
position upon a pivoted coin runway 41 
which is normally maintained in position to _ 
break the contact by means of the adjustable 
counterweight 42 at one side of the fulcrum 
43. This runway 41 forms a bridge or con 
nection between the coin receiving chute 44 
and the coin ejecting mechanism 45. It 
will be noted that the runway 41 is prefer 
ably so delicately balanced that a coin of the 
proper denomination and weight to operate 
the machine will cause the said runway to 
tilt and thus close the circuit, and thereby 
operate the particular turret desired, while 
a bogus coin of less weight will not operate 
the parts. 

I make no claim to the specific form of the 
circuit controlling means here shown in this 
application: and I do not restrict myself to 
the particular construction illustrated by 
which the electromagnet controls the clutch 
mechanism which puts the turrets in opera 
tion, as any mechanism for lcontrolling the 
clutches or pawls 26 may be employed so 
long as it is capable of being selectively put 
into operation under the control of the 
person. n ì _ \ 

Referring to Fig. 6 it will be seen that 
each of the horizontally arranged turrets 
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has associated with it ak coin receiving aper- . 
ture 46 so that selection may be made as 
to which turret is to be operated to dispense 
its contents. The coin slot 47 forms a means 
for discharging a coin in case a coin should 
inadvertently be inserted tó operate an 
empty turret or in case a bogus coin is in 
serted. While the coin ejecting mechanism 
forms no part of the present application, I 
have shown for convenience of illustration 
an arm 48 attached to the coin discharge 
device in such a manner as to oscillate the 
latter, the said arm extending’through a 
suitable slot 49 of the main casing and into 
the path of the partition wings 13 so that 
as the latter are swung from one position to 
another the said arm is engaged and moved 
outwardly to properly trip or operate the 
coin discharging device. Y 
The main driving shaft 25 is preferably 

operated in an intermittent manner by 
means of a pinion 50 meshing with an inter 
mittent gear 51 of the star-wheel type, this 
latter being driven in the customary manner 
bv the continuously rotating worm wheel 52 
which carries thev laterally projecting pin 53 
for engaging the star wheel gear, the rela 
tion being such that the shaft 25 receives one 
revolution at each intermittent operation of 
the gear 51. The worm wheel 52 is driven 
from the worm shaft 54 which receives its 
power from any suitable source. This forml 
of driving gearing imparts a sinusoidal 
movement, which is especially desirable as 
it starts and stops the main shaft 25 with 
a relatively slow motion and hence is quiet 
in action and has ample power to overcome 
the inertia of the static machinery _without 
necessity for an abnormal source of power. 
Referring to Figs. 3 and 6 of the draw 

ing, it will be noted that one portion of the 
casing corresponding in length to the cir 
cumferential' arc subtended by the wings 
13 is cut away as shown at 55 to form an 
opening for access to the respective turrets, 
so that the contents of the compartment 
positioned in alined relation with the open-l 
ing may be removed. 56 designates suitable 
bands, preferably of a decorative nature, 
secured 'to the casing and extending circum 
ferentially thereof across the front to cover 
respectively the opposed edges of adjacent 
turrets so that the mechanism is substan 
tially concealed and only the contents of the 
respective compartments of the several tur 
rets _are visible through the glass casing 5. 
In describing the operation of the ma 

chine it will be assumed that the driving 
gear mechanism is` in operation and the 
main driving shaft 25 is being intermit 
tently rotated with regularity and that the 
other parts controlling the operation of the 
turrets are in normal inoperative condition, 
so that while all ofthe turrets and their 
operating adjuncts are disconnected from 

the driving shaft and are in stationary con 
dition, the driving shaft is in normal opera 
tion. With reference to the ratio of move 
ment between the turret structure and the 
driving shaft 25, it will be noted that this 
is vso designed as to .transmit an annular 
velocity to the turret which, in the present 
instance, is substantially one-sixth that of 
the driving shaft 25. In other words, one 
rotation of the driving shaft 25 Will cause 
the turret or turrets in operation to move a 
distance corresponding in ̀ length to the arc 
between adjacent division wings 13, hence a 
turret when brought into operation will 
move its emptied compartment to the rear 
of the machine where it may be refilled and 
simultaneously move its next (filled) com 
partment into position adjacent the opening 
55, so that its contents in turn may be re 
moved. Shouldv a user of the machine de 
sire to secure a portion of apples, for eX 
ample, a coin is inserted in the slot 46 (Fig. 
1) provided adjacent the turret, indicating 
the apple contents, with the result that this 
coin traverses the runway 41 ' and over 
balances it so that the circuit controlling 
the magnets 35 -for the proper turret (the 
lowermost one in this instance), whereupon 
the armature 29 is shiftedv to release the 
pawl 26.` The shaft 25 therefore engages 
the pawl as soon as the slot 28'comes into 
position and consequently the sleeve 24 for 
one revolution becomes a part of the shaft 
25. The rotation of the sleeve transmits 
movement through the gears 22 and 23 to 
the shaft 21 and thence through the gear to 
the internal rack gear 10, which of course 
operates the turret parts. The result is to 
swing the turret containing the apples to 
a position where one of the filled compart 
ments comes into alined relation with the 
opening 55, and the contents may thereupon 
be removed. _ Y 
During the shifting of the turret one of 

the compartment wings 13 engages the trip 
arml 48 in order to eject the coin' so that by 
the time the shaft 25 has completed its 
revolution the contact of the electrical cir 
cuit has been broken again and the arma 
ture again returns to a position where it 1 
locks the pawl out of engagement with the 

' shaft notch. 'It will be apparent, from Fig. 
5, that when the armature 29 is released by 
the deënergizing of the magnets, its hook 
portion 30 will drop into the path of move 
ment of the lug 31 and consequently with 
draw the pawl automatically from engage 
ment with the shaft 25 and retain it until 
the magnets are energized again. I‘While I 
have in the present embodiment of the' 1n` 
vention shown four superposed turrets it 
will be understood that I am not to be lim 
ited to this specific number, nor do I wish 

. to be limited to the operation of one set of 
turretsby the shaft 25 sincel obviously the 
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same shaft may control a number of ma 
chines placed adjacent each other as indi 
cated in Fig. 6. flfhus, for example, a row 
of machines may all be operated by the same 
driving shaft, each machine of course being 
provided with control mechanism for selec 
tively operating any turret or combination 
of turrets in the same machine. 
While I have shown my improvements 1n 

that type of apparatusgenerally known as 
an “automat” lunch restaurant, my inven 
tion is not so restricted, as it may be em 
ployed in stores and other places for vend 
ing articles, to relieve the necessity of a 
large number of salesmen in cases where the 
articles to be vended are regular commodi 
ties such as sugar, cereals, etc. 

It will now be apparent that I have de 
vised a novel and useful construction which 
embodies the features of advantage enumer 
ated as desirable, and While I have in the 
present instance shown and described the 
preferred embodiment thereof which has 
been found in practice to give satisfactory 
and reliable results, it is to be understood 
that I do not restrict myself to the details, 
as the same are susceptible ofmodification 
in various particulars without departing 
from they spirit or scope of the invention. 
Having now described my invention, 

what I claim as new and desire to protect 
by Letters Patent is : 

1. In a device of the character stated. a 
casing provided with a transparent portion 
having an-opening therein. a pluralitv of 
turrets mounted within said casing and in 
dependently rotated, each of said turrets be 
ing subdivided into compartments adapted 
to bebrought respectively into juxtaposed 
relation with saidcasing opening.' a main 
driving shaft. means to rotate said shaft. in 
dependent actuating mechanism for each 
turret. and means normallv inoperative for 
connecting at will any~ of said actuating 
means to said driving shaftl whereby a de 
sired turret or turrets may be brought into 
operation and moved a predetermined dis 
tance. I  . 

2. In a device of the character stated, a 
plurality of casings arranged adjacent each 
other and each having a transparent por 
tion provided with an opening, a plurality 
of turrets ratatably mounted in each casing, 
the respective turrets being each subdivided 
into a pluralitv of compartments adapted to 
be brought respectively into juxtaposed re 
lation with said casing opening. a main 
driving shaft common to all of said casings, 
means to operate said shaft. independent 
actuating mechanism for each turret. and 
means _normally inoperative for connecting 
anv of said actuating means to said driving 
shaft whereby a desired turret or turrets 
may be brought into operation and moved 
a predetermined distance at will. 
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- 3. In a device of the character stated, a 
casing provided with a transparent portion 
having an opening therein, a plurality of. 
turrets mounted within said casing and 
independently rotatable, each of said tur 
_retsv being ,subdivided into compartments 
adapted to be brought respectively into 
juxtaposed relation with said casing open 
ing, a main driving shaft, means to inter 
mittently operate said shaft, independent 
actuating mechanism for each turret, sepa 
rate means- for connecting each actuating 
mechanism to said driving shaft. means for 
normally maintaining said connecting means 
in disconnected position, and a control de 
vice for releasing the respective maintain 
ing means whereby any actuating means re 
ceives motion from said driving shaft to 
move its turret. 

4. In a device ofthe character stated` a 
casing provided with a transparent portion 
having -an opening therein, a plurality of 
turrets mounted within said casing and 
independently rotatable. each of said tur. 
rets beingl subdivided into compartments 
adapted to be brought respectively into 
juxtaposed relation with said casing open 
ing. a main driving shaft. >means to inter 
mittently operate said shaft to make one 
revolution, independent actuating mecha 
nism for each turret. and a control mecha 
nism operable at will for forming a connec 
tion between said driving shaft and any 
actuating mechanismv whereby a desired 
turret is moved an angular distance sub 
stantially corresponding to the Width of 
said opening in theI casing. 

5. In a device of the character stated. a 
casing provided with a transparent portion 
having an opening therein, a plurality of 
turrets mounted within said casingv and 
independently rotatable. each of-,said tur 
rets being subdivided'into compartments 
adapted to be brouglit 'respectively into 
juxtaposed relation with said casing open 
ing. a main driving shaft, means to inter 
mittently operate said shaft to make one 
revolution, independent actuating mechaf 
nism for each turret. a control mechanism 
operable at will for forming a connection 
between said driving shaft and any actuat 
-ing mechanism whereby a desired turret is 
moved an angular distance substantially 
corresponding to the Vwidth of said open' 
ing' in the casing. and means to automati 
cally return said Vcontrol mechanism to nor 
mal inoperative position. 

6. In a device of the character stated, a 
plurality of casings arranged adjacent each 
other and each having a transparent portion 
provided with an opening. a plurality of‘ 
turrets rotatably mounted in each casing, 
each turret being subdivided into a plural 
itv of compartments adapted to be brought 
respectively into juxtaposed relation with 
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the corresponding casing, a 
main driving shaft common to all of said 
casings, means to intermittently operate 
said shaft to makey one revolution, inde 
pendent actuating mechanism for each tur 
ret, a control mechanism operable at will 
for forming a connection between said driv 
ing shaft and any actuating mechanism 
whereby a desired turret is moved an angu 
lar distance substantially corresponding to 
the Width of said opening. 

 7. In a device of the character stated, a 
plurality of casings arranged adjacent each 
other and each having a transpartent por 
tion provided with an opening, a plurality 
of turrets rotatably mounted in each casing, 
each turret being subdivided into a plural 
ity of compartments adapted to be brought 
respectively into juxtaposed relation with 
the opening in the corresponding casing, a 
main driving shaft common to all of said 
casings, means to intermittently operate 
said shaft to make one revolution, inde 
pendent actuating mechanism for each tur~ 
ret, a control mechanism operable at will for 
forming a connection between said driving 
shaft and any or all of said actuating 
mechanisms whereby the desired turret> or 
turrets may be brought into operation and 
moved an angular distance substantially 
corresponding to the width of said opening. 

8. In a device of the character stated, a 
casing having openings in the front wall 
thereof, a plurality of turrets mounted 
Within said casing and independently ro 
tatable. each of said turrets being subdi» 
vided into compartments adapted to ’ be 
brought respectively into juxtaposed rela 
tion with said casing openings, a supporting 
shelf for each compartment spaced from the 
bottom of said compartment to form a re 
ceptacle, aheating element located in cer- 
tain of said receptacles, a man driving shaft, 
means to rotate said shaft, independent ac 
tuating mechanism for each turret, and a 
control mechanism for connecting any of 
said actuating means to said driving shaft 
at will whereby a predetermined turret 
may be moved to bring a compartment into ` 
operative relation with respect to said 
opening. 

9. In a device of the character stated, a 
casing having an opening in the front wall 
thereof, a central circular frame having an 
annular bearing provided with a flange` a 
turret arranged within the casing and jour 
naled upon the central frame and having an 
inwardly directed flange supported upon the 
annular iiange of the said central frame, 
saidturret being subdivided into compart 
ments adapted to be brought successively 
into juxtaposed relation with the said cas 
ing opening, a gear rigid with the turret 
and` surrounding the axis of the central 
frame, a vertical shaft journaled in the cen 

5. 

tral frame and having a pinion engaging the 
turret gear whereby the turret may be re 
volved, means to intermittently operate said 
shaft whereby the »turret may be moved an 
gular distances each substantially corre 
sponding to the width of said opening in 
the casing, and a control mechanism oper 

i0 

able at will for putting said shaft into and l 
out of operation. 

10. In a device of the character stated, a 
plurality of 
stantially semi-circular glazed front portion 
and radially extending side portio-ns having 
iiat frcnt parts, said side portionsoi:l adja 
cent casings being abutted in alinement, 
whereby the front of the casing is composed 
of a pluralityof said curved or semi-circu 
lar glazed portions separated by vertical flat 
portions, and said curved or semi-circular 
portions of the casing each having an opening 
therein, combined with rotatable turrets ar 
ranged within the respective casings back of 
the curved or semi-circular glazed portions, 
and each turret divided'into compartments 
adapted to be successively brought in aline 
ment with the respective openings, and 
means for intermittently operating said 
turrets. ' 

l1. In a device of the character stated, a 
plurality of casings each formed with a sub 

casings each formed with a~sub_ 
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stantially semi-circular glazed front portion ` 
and radially extending side portions having 
flat front parts, said side portions of adja 
cent casings .being abutted in alinement, 
whereby the front of the casing is composed 
of a plurality of said curved or semi-circu 
lar glazed portions separated by vertical flat 
portions, and said curved or semi-circular 
portions of the casingeach having an open 
ing therein, combined with a plurality of ro 
tatable turrets arranged one above the other 
within the respective casings back of the 
curved or semi-circular glazed portions, and 
each turret divided into compartments 
adapted to be successively brought in aline 
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ment with the respective openings, means 
for intermittently operating said turrets 
from a common source of power, means for 
each plurality of turrets of the respective 
casings for putting any turret intov inter 
mittent rotation, and selective means under 
manual control to determine which of the 
turrets shall be operated, said means extend 
ing to the front flat portions of the respec 
tive casings. 

12. In a device of the character' stated, a 
plurality of casings each formed with a 
substantially semi-circular glazed front por 
tion and radially extending side portions 
having flat front parts, said side portions of 
adjacent casings being abutted in alinement, 
whereby the front of the casing is composed 
of a plurality of said curved or semi-circu 
lar glazed portions -separated by vertical 
flat portions, and said curved or semi-circu 
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» lar portions of the casing each having an 

10 

opening therein, combined with rotatable 
turrets arranged within the respective cas 
ings back of the curved or semi-circular 
glazed portions, and each turret divided into 
compartments adapted to be successivelyv 
brought in `alinement with the respective 
openings, means for intermittently operat 
ing said turrets from a common source of 
power, and means controllable at will of the 
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person desiring the contents of a compart 
ment of the turret for controlling the time 
of operation of any turret. 
In testimony of Which invention, I here 

unto set my hand.A 

` - ' JAMES W. HUGHES. 

Witnesses: _ 

C. H. WISSMANN, 
FLORENCE DEACON. 


